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Power Metal Resources’ Paul
Johnson on his plans to propel
freshly refinanced firm forward

“

“

This is the perfect place for us to be

New Beginnings
Power Metal Resources (LSE:POW) has been on
something of a roller coaster ride over the last few
months. After its shares were suspended at the
end of 2018, in the face of financial uncertainty,
a successful refinancing programme allowed the
company to return to trading in February with no
debt and a healthy cash runway.
Alongside this newfound financial security, the
organisation has also undergone a significant
management restructuring that has seen industry
veterans Paul Johnson and Andrew Bell both
become directors. With Power Metal Resources’
shares now sitting at 0.4p, valuing it at just £1.33m,
Johnson talks us through the pair’s plans to build
on the firm’s strong core offering and create value
for both new and existing shareholders.
Power Metal Resources’ significant transition
began in December last year with the suspension
of its shares pending clarification of its financial
position. In an accompanying statement, the
company revealed that it had been unable to
secure equity finance with its largest shareholders
despite ‘protracted discussions’.

Following this considerable setback, the firm took
a significant step forward at the end of January
when it revealed a restructuring and refinancing
package. This was centred around a £1m fundraise
at 0.5p per share with two-year warrants attached.
This would enable it to pay off all of its material
creditors, leaving it debt free with a cash runway of
at least 12 months.
Critically, the arrangement also proposed that
Power Metal Resources’ then-CEO Roger Murphy
and executive director Matt Wood would step
down from the firm’s board. Meanwhile, wellknown AIM figures Andrew Bell and Paul Johnson
would both join as directors and take part in
the placing. Johnson is an experienced public
company director who has previously served
as chief executive of Metal Tiger, Metal NRG,
and China Africa Resources. He has also been
chairman of ECR Minerals and non-executive
director of Greatland Gold, Papua Mining, and
Thor Mining. Bell, meanwhile, has worked in the
natural resources sector since the 1970s and is
perhaps most recognised as chairman of Red
Rock Resources and non-executive director of
Jupiter Mines.
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Seizing A New Opportunity
Johnson tells us that he and Bell’s engagement with Power Metal Resources arose from their long-standing
interest in its operations. As a result of this awareness, the pair were keen to look at ways of fixing the firm’s
financial situation as soon as they heard of its suspension:

“

Power Metal Resources has always had a healthy amount of
interesting news flow. When it announced that it had suspended,
it seemed obvious to us to look into what problems existed and
whether they were fixable. These days, AIM operating companies
with some cash, no debt, and some potential forward momentum
in operations can be highly valuable. We pretty quickly concluded
that we could resolve the company’s issues, and felt that this
represented a great opportunity.

“

Johnson says he also feels that current market
conditions represent an opportune moment to
get exposure to battery metals. Indeed, once
duller materials like copper, cobalt, nickel, lithium,
and manganese are now being hailed as the
‘new precious metals’ due to their use in the
next generation of batteries. These have many
applications, but their most notable us is arguably
in electric vehicles (EVs).

Alongside supply-side limitations, many expect
the anticipated, global shift towards EVs over
coming years to lead to an explosion in the price
of elements associated with their construction.
For example, the market for cobalt alone is
expected to double over the next four years and
quadruple by 2028 due to an unsteady supply
pipeline for the metal and its use in around threequarters of EV batteries.
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“

You just have to look at all the facts about battery metals like
forward supply/demand dynamics There has not been growth
in mining, exploration, project development, and new mines for
these metals, and that is affecting supply. Meanwhile, as everyone
knows, battery metal demand is increasing and is expected to
continue rising.

“

“

This is really an unusual situation. We have actually got supply and
demand factors that could hit prices positively at the same time.
For example, do I think copper is going to stay at its current price
forever? I doubt it. Likewise, nickel looks to be on a significant,
overall, rising trend. I think we are set for an excellent growth period
and this is the perfect place for us to be.

“

The Rise of Electric Vehicles
By 2022 electric vehicles will cost the same as their internal-combustion counterparts. That’s the point of
liftoff for sales.
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Why Electric Vehicles?
Power Metal Resources invests in several metals that are critical to the construction of electric vehicles
and their batteries. By doing this, it hopes to get exposure to the significant upside forecast in the EV
market as environmental pressures and technological developments continue to drive both consumers and
manufacturers away from fossil fuels. Here are some of the industry’s most exciting predictions for EV
demand moving forward.

The world’s fleet of EVs grew by
54pc to about 3.1m in 2017

China is expected to account for
59pc of global EV sales by 2020

The number of EVs on the road
around the world will hit 125m
by 2030, according to the IEA

Norway expects all passenger
cars and vans sold to be zeroemission vehicles by 2025

JP Morgan believes EVs
will account for 30pc of all
global vehicle sales by 2025,
compared to 1pc in 2016

UK & France plan to ban fossil
fuel car sales by 2040
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Operational Review
Several weeks after the refinancing was announced,
Johnson and Bell’s proposals were passed by
shareholders, prompting the pair’s appointment
and the restoration of trading in Power Metal
Resources’ shares. Since joining, the two directors
have been busy completing a thorough strategic
and operational review of the business.
On the financial side, this has seen them cut
corporate costs to minimal levels and set
boardroom pay to reflect both performance and
Power Metal Resources’ cash position. Elsewhere,
in early March, the business announced that it has
now paid all material creditor balances through
cash or share settlement. As such, it has cleared
debt and substantial working capital.
Meanwhile, on the operational side, the pair are
also conducting a review of each of Power Metal
Resources’ existing project interests. To date, the
company has committed to proceeding its 70pcowned and operated Kisinka copper-cobalt project
in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). This
decision followed a visit by Bell in February, which
included meeting with project vendors and local
technical advisers.

Meanwhile, the organisation has now made all
outstanding project payments to Kisinka’s vendor
and completed all the changes required to comply
with the DRC’s new Mining Act.
After reviewing historical data, Power Metal
Resources has also committed to continuing its
work in Cameroon. Through its subsidiary Cobalt
Blue Holdings, the company holds four nickel
cobalt licences in the country either adjacent to or
within 50km of the Nkamouna/Mada project. This is
the most significant undeveloped cobalt resource
outside the DRC and has a NI 43-101 compliant
resource of 323Mt at average grades of 0.21pc
cobalt, 0.61pc nickel, and 1.25pc manganese.
Cobalt Blue also holds two licence applications at
Ntam Est and N’Gaoundere.
Power Metal Resources is now devising a forward
work programme for Cobalt Blue’s assets that will
prioritise the highest-profile targets as determined
from work undertaken and reviewed to date. In an
announcement, Johnson said the business would
like to begin its work as soon as possible so it
complete before heavy rains expected after June.

The company is now undertaking a next-stage
exploration programme for Kisinka. This will be
optimised using previous exploration data, and
modifications have been made to earlier plans to
maximise cost efficiency.
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POW’s Metals Portfolio

Cobalt
• Almost two thirds of
global production comes
from the DRC
• China is estimated to
refine over half of the
world’s cobalt
• An EV can need between
4-14kg of cobalt – a plugin needs just 1-4km and
a smartphone needs just
5-20gs
• Capital Economics 		
expects cobalt prices to
reach $80,000 by end
2020, largely thanks to
battery demand

Copper

Nickel

• EVs contain 183lbs of
copper while conventional
cars contain just 18-49lbs

• Lithium compounds
are combined with other
materials in order to
create Li-ion batteries

• Growth of EVs is 		
expected to see 		
copper demand increase
by 1,700kts by 2027
• Citigroup believes prices
will pass $9,000/t by 2028
– currently below $6,500/t
• Copper demand is 		
growing at 3.7pc a year
while supply is growing at
3.2pc per year, according
to Bloomberg

• In 2016, 39pc of Li-ion
batteries contained
nickel - this is expected
to rise to around 58pc
by 2025
• Consensus short term
forecast for Nickel price
stands at $16,500/t		
compared with current
$13,000/t
• According to the Nickel
Institute, world nickel
resources currently reach
almost 300 million tonnes
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Next Steps
Bell and Johnson are now completing a review
of Power Metal Resources’ final interest in Côte
d’Ivoire. Through its subsidiary Regent Resources
Interests, the business can earn into 70pc of the
Lizetta II chrome, nickel, cobalt exploration licence
in the country. An independent assessment of
the project, which is based near the country’s
commercial capital, has confirmed its potential to
host cobalt, nickel, and chrome mineralisation of
economic potential.

Johnson tells us that he and Bell are using a threestage process to review Power Metal Resources‘
existing portfolio:

The first stage of this process is to look at each project and
its potential. Here, we want to work out if the asset can, on its
own basis, engage the market, create value, and be a decent
complement to Power Metal Resources’ portfolio. Then, if we do
decide to proceed with a project, we will announce this to the
market. Following this, the second stage is to review how best
to take the project forward. We look at where we can spend the
money in a way that creates the most value for shareholders.
This could be on something like an exploration programme or a
development programme. Once we have worked out the best
approach possible, we will then announce this to the market.
Finally, the third stage is to get on with the planned work and start
taking the project forward.

“

“

It has also proposed an initial field programme
consisting of historical data compilation, geological
mapping, geophysical surveys, trenching, and RC
drilling.
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Haneti Opportunity
Alongside this ongoing review of Power Metal
Resources’ existing portfolio, Johnson and Bell
revealed Power Metal Resources’ first foray into
new territory under their leadership last month.
The company revealed an investment and option
agreement with Katoro Gold (LSE:KAT). Under the
contract, Power Metal Resources will be able to
purchase up to 10m shares in Katoro at 1p each
with three-year warrants attached. It also has the
right to purchase up to 35pc in Katoro’s 100pcowned Haneti nickel project in Tanzania, for a total
consideration of up to £125,000.
Haneti comprises tenements covering an area of
around 5,000km2 prospective for nickel, platinumgroup-elements, cobalt, copper, gold, and lithium.
Previous work has identified grades of up to
13.6pc nickel at the project, and an exploration
programme this year will aim to confirm the
existence of disseminated or massive sulphide
mineralisation in the area.

As well as giving Power Metal Resources exposure
to a new nickel project and a new jurisdiction,
Johnson says he and Bell felt that Katoro’s looked
undervalued:
Johnson also highlights parallels between Katoro
and Haneti’s previous owner Kibo Mining (now
Kibo Energy), into which Metal Tiger entered a
joint venture in 2014 when he was chief executive.
Shortly after Metal Tiger made a £150,000 equity
investment and launched the 50:50 project focused
on its uranium-prospective portfolio in Tanzania,
Kibo’s shares shot up from below 1.5p to more
than 10p in intra-day trading.
This rise, which occurred very quickly, came
after Metal Tiger’s investment supported Kibo in
the delivery of a highly positive definitive mining
feasibility study at its Rukwa coal to power project.
With the deal earning Metal Tiger a significant profit
in short order, Johnson hopes that alongside having
an option over Haneti, Power Metal Resources can
make a strong return from its Katoro shareholding.

“

“

Like most resource firms,
Katoro has suffered recently.
Its market cap currently
sits at just £1m, which is
irrationally low considering
that it has a large amount
of gold in its portfolio, a
potentially high-impact
nickel project, and cash in
the bank. We see plenty of
upside on the stock, and
think its market value could
go substantially higher.

Alongside Haneti, Katoro owns a further two gold
projects in Tanzania called Imweru and Lubando.
Together, these host a JORC-compliant resource
of 754,980oz gold.
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Broadening Horizons
Alongside the Katoro deal, March also saw
Johnson and Bell lay out their plans for Power Metal
Resources’ future in a strategic and operational
plan. The company said that the funding climate
for early-stage resource opportunities is still ‘very
poor’, thanks to depressed market conditions. As
a result, it believes vendors are willing to undertake
transactions on reasonable terms. Using some of
its remaining cash balance, the firm plans to take
advantage of this by reviewing and – if appropriate
– acquiring new opportunities that complement
its existing portfolio and provide additional risk
diversification.

“

In the update, Power Metal Resources said it has
already received direct approaches from third
parties with assets in battery metals, precious
metals, and other commodity groups. As well as
looking at new commodity groups, the firm said
that, although it intends to remain focused on
Africa, it would be willing to enter new jurisdictions
if an attractive enough opportunity arose.

+

-

We are obviously very focused on reviewing what we can do
with the existing portfolio,’ says Johnson. ‘However, we are also
considering investment opportunities that can boost our balance
sheet, bolster our financial strength and expose us to strategically
attractive areas for future business development. For example, it
would be good to get diversification across a wider geographical
spread in Africa. There are a number of attractive opportunities out
there in stable jurisdictions being offered at realistic valuations.

“

Aside from maintaining and expanding Power Metal Resources’ portfolio, Johnson said another core goal
for Bell and himself is to restore value for long-term shareholders. He highlights his stints at Metal Tiger,
Greatland Gold, and Thor Mining as evidence of successful business turnaround strategies.

“

“

Power Metal Resources has been through a period of difficulty,
and it is now down to us to restore confidence in the company.
There are a lot of people with personal money invested that have
suffered a large capital loss. So, alongside making money for the
investors that entered alongside us, we have got to try and make
back as much of that cash that long-term shareholders have lost
on paper as possible.
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Where Next?
With one asset left to review and new projects on
the agenda, the next few months are likely to see
Power Metal Resources deliver plenty of newsflow
for investors. What’s more, a revitalised balance
sheet devoid of debt and replete with cash
complements this forward momentum.

If the coompany can strike the right chord with
the retail market by meeting all of their strategic
and operational goals, then the company could be
poised for exciting growth.

The current location of Power Metal Resources’ projects in Africa

CÔTE
D'IVOIRE
CAMEROON

Lizetta II, agreement to
earn into 70pc interest

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF
CONGO
TANZANIA

Haneti, agreement to acquire
up to 35 pc interest

Cameroon cobalt-nickel
project interests, 100pc owned

Kisinka, 70pc owned
and operated

“

“

There have been turnaround success at numerous businesses
over the years, with good examples being Thor Mining, Metal
Tiger, and Greatland Gold. We enter Power Metal Resources in a
far more comfortable position than many of these examples. The
company has no debt, a good strong cash balance, and some
existing interests with value that can be taken forward. What’s
more, we are likely at the bottom of the market, or at least close
to it. That is the scenario you want if you are going to make a
recovery. It is really a case of doing the same thing as we have
done before: maintaining our strong core business model and
grabbing new opportunities as and when they become available.
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Contact Us
To find out more please contact Stuart:
Email: info@miningmaven.com
Telephone: +44 (0) 208 226 5175
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